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Lesson 03 - Surprise at Sunrise
1

Can't find an answer?
Check your Guide or quarterly!

4

Year B – 2 Quarter
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E
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Power Text
"'He is not here; he
has risen!'...When
they came back from
the tomb, they told all
these things to the
Eleven & to all the
others".
Luke 24:6-9

FTWTF
means:
Find
The
Word
That
Fits

9
10

Power Point
We can share our
hope for eternal
life because of
Jesus'
resurrection.

11

12

13

Down
Across
4. Tear-stained cheeks, rubbing their tired eyes 1. [Friday's lesson] Act out the Bible story with
your ____ for worship. Say the power text
in disbelief, gasping as two ____ suddenly
from memory. Read Mark 5:19.
appeared to them. What an awesome thing to
2. "That's right," Paul exclaimed. "And that's the
have angels appear like that!
____. That's what I am yearning to help the
6. Some of them told me that after our Lord was
world understand. That Christ died for our
taken from the cross, they followed & saw the
sins & that He rose from the grave. And
tomb where His body was placed. Then they
because He did, we too can have eternal life!"
went home & prepared the spices & ointments
3. FTWTF - Power Text
to ____ Him. But that took a long time, &
when they were finished, it was the Sabbath. 5. FTWTF - Title
8. [Sunday's lesson] Carry in your ____ a small
7. The secretary nodded. "They remembered
stone that will remind you of Jesus'
that Jesus had said He would rise again on
resurrection & of the stone that was rolled
the ____ day," he answered.
away from His tomb. Let it remind you to
9. Paul's faithful secretary stirred on the hard
share the good news of Jesus with someone.
____ bench. He waited for Paul to continue.
He loved listening to Paul's stories & hearing 10. "And when they got there & found that the
stone that covered the ____ had been rolled
him explain things. He loved writing down the
away, they probably couldn't think what had
letters that Paul would send to scattered
possibly happened."
groups of Christians.
12. But now they also knew that He was risen. I
11. FTWTF - PowerPoint
think they must have been absolutely bursting
13. Paul ____ & turned from the window. "For by
with the good ____ & thrilled to be able to tell
the death of Christ we are set free, that is, our
those precious women!
sins are forgiven."
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